ABSTRACT With the enhancement of the positioning function of mobile devices and the upgrade of communication networks, location-based service (LBS) has become an important application of mobile devices. Among the numerous researches on location privacy preservation, cloud-based location privacy preservation has become a hot topic, but it undoubtedly brings new problems such as data confidentiality and user privacy disclosure. This paper proposes an accountable outsourced LBS privacy-preserving scheme. In the outsourcing scenario, in order to make users interact with cloud server to obtain query data, firstly we construct location hierarchical index and attribute hierarchical index based on Bloom Filter, and secondly we divide one region into atomic regions using Hilbert Curve, both of which ensure the privacy of query and improve the efficiency of query. At last, we realize the sharing of encrypted data among different users by accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) technology, which can effectively suppress the abuse of proxy re-encryption key. We demonstrate the correctness of the proposed scheme through security analysis, and show the effectiveness of the scheme through performance analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of wireless communication technology and mobile positioning technology, more and more mobile devices have the precise positioning function of GPS, which makes the location-based service (LBS) increasingly popular. Location service provider provides services for users according to the location of mobile devices and other information [1] , and its typical applications include map applications (such as Google Maps), point-of-interest(POI) retrieval (such as AroundMe), perimeter recommendations (such as GroupOn), GPS navigation (such as TomTom) and location-aware social networks (such as Foursquare) etc [1] . Although LBS brings great benefits to individuals and society, it also raises serious privacy concerns. Users need to report their location information while obtaining LBS, and the location data not only directly contains users' privacy information, but also implies other personal sensitive
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Longxiang Gao. information that users usually want to protect, such as home address, lifestyle, health status and social relations. Therefore, the disclosure of such private information to untrusted third parties (such as LBS providers, LBSP) will open the door to abuse of personal data and pose a serious threat to the privacy of users in all aspects.
In order to lighten its burden, LBSP usually requests help from cloud service provider (CSP). LBSP can outsource its own data and query processing to cloud server, which liberates LBSP from complicated data operations. Although CSP can lighten the burden of LBSP, it also poses a number of threats. On the one hand, the CSP is considered to be honest but curious. It will honestly execute user's query requests. At the same time, it also wants to obtain valuable information from user's queries and LBSP's data. Therefore, the user usually encrypts the query content, and LBSP also stores the data on cloud server in the form of ciphertext, which preserves the privacy of user's query and the confidentiality of LBSP's data to a certain extent. On the other hand, when the data is corrupted, CSP may send damaged data to the user in order to lighten its burden. This is clearly not what users and LBSP want to see. The above situation can be avoided by introducing integrity verification mechanism.
In the application scenario of surrounding recommended, the user requests points of interests (POIs) with a certain attributes near somewhere, which can be either the location of the mobile user or the other location. For example, Alice queried the gynecology hospital within 1000m of her neighborhood. In this example, Alice's query location is her own position, the query attribute is ''gynecology hospital'', and the query range is ''Distance(loc Alice , loc hospital ) 1000m''. In this scenario, the user hopes to get accurate query results as well as protects his location and attributes privacy against disclosure to CSP and LBSP. It is well known that there is a contradiction between query accuracy and privacy. Therefore, improving the query accuracy under the premise of protecting the privacy of user has become a hot topic in the research of location-based privacy preservation.
In this paper, LBSP constructs a ''country-province-cityregion'' location hierarchical index, and uses the Hilbert curve to further divide the region into atomic regions, and stores the data according to the atomic regions which they belong to. An attribute hierarchical index is established for each atomic region. In this way, we can find the data of an atomic region according to the location hierarchical index and the atomic region number, and further find out the POIs by the attribute index of the atomic region. Location hierarchical index and attribute hierarchical index are constructed by Bloom Filter with key-hash functions, the advantage of which is that it is difficult to infer the content of the data from the hash value.
LBSP entrusts the query processing and outsources the resulting data to CSP in encrypted form. In order to obtain the result data, we use the accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) mechanism to realize ciphertext sharing among authorized users. LBSP acts as the delegator, CSP acts as the proxy, and the user acts as the delegatee. First, LBSP generates the re-encryption key and sends it to the CSP, and then CSP uses it to re-encrypt ciphertext for the authorized user. The accountability mechanism can prevent CSP from converting all LBSP's ciphertext into user's, thus alleviate the abuse of re-encryption key.
The main work and contribution of this paper are as follows:
(1) We construct a LBS privacy-preserving scheme for query outsourcing, and generate the location index and attribute index using Bloom Filter with key-hash function. The scheme not only protects the location privacy and query privacy of users, but also ensures the implementation of query processing between users, LBSP and CSP.
(2) We establish a ''country-province-city-region'' hierarchical index, and use the Hilbert curve to divide the region into atomic regions. The data is stored in atomic regions to support the range query of POIs.
(3) We combine the accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) technology with data outsourcing to realize the sharing of encrypted data among authorized users. The accountability mechanism can prevent malicious proxy conspiring with unauthorized user to obtain unauthorized data, which ensures the confidentiality of data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the relevant work on LBS privacy preservation. Section 3 introduces the background knowledge used in this paper. The system model and the data storage model are depicted in Section 4, and the query model and potential threat model are also described in detail here. Section 5 describes the scheme of this paper in detail. The security analysis and performance analysis are showed in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively. In Section 8, we evaluate the efficiency of the tools used in this paper and finally we make a conclusion in Section 9.
II. RELATED WORK
LBS privacy preservation has been proposed for many years. At present, the work of LBS privacy preservation is classified as follows: privacy preservation based on policy, privacy preservation based on obfuscation, privacy preservation based on disturbance, and privacy preservation based on encryption. Table 1 gives a detailed comparison of different classification methods.
A. POLICY-BASED LBS PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY
Policy-based technologies rely primarily on economic, social and regulatory pressures to enable that LBS providers can use location information in queries fairly and securely in accordance with privacy management rules and trusted privacy protocol. The geographic location privacy (GeoPriv) of IETF [2] and platform for privacy preferences (P3P) of W3C [3] are typical representative technologies.
B. OBFUSCATION-BASED LBS PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY
Obfuscation refers to the generalization or disturbance of the time or location in LBS query < u, t, loc, U POI >, which makes it impossible for an attacker to identify the query user and get the exact location. Generalization refers to reducing the accuracy of query location or query time in a controllable way. It is usually replaced by a region (spatial generalization) or a period (temporal generalization), so that a certain number of users and query user can share the same < t, loc >. Disturbance refers to introduce some error locations intentionally in a controllable way, such as replacing the real location with anchors, simultaneously, the data still need to meet the requirements of service quality [4] .Obfuscationbased technologies mainly include K anonymity and differential privacy.
1) K ANONYMITY
Spatial generalization technologies such as Interval Cloak [5] , Casper Cloak [6] , Clique Cloak [7] , and Hilbert Cloak [8] are designed to protect query privacy, so that an attacker cannot infer which user performs a query among k different users.
In addition to location K anonymity, Huo et al. [9] , Gao et al. [10] , Wu et al. [11] propose trajectory K anonymity. Moreover, in the aspect of trajectory prediction, [12] designs a K anonymous protection algorithm based on probability inference model Mask-K . According to the background knowledge of the attacker, Lee et al. [13] propose a dynamic K anonymity algorithm to resist the attack based on historical trajectory prediction. Lin and Wang [14] calculate the trajectory similarity by EMD algorithm, which is used to measure the level of privacy leakage.
2) DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy is a new definition of privacy security proposed by Dwork in 2006 [15] . It is as yet the most effective technology to provide universal preservation against prior knowledge of attackers. At present, it is mainly used in location privacy preservation of data publishing. In the field of location data, the research of differential privacy has been related to specific multidimensional index quadtree [16] , [11] , [18] . [19] proposes an attack model aiming at background knowledge that can be applied to differential privacy. Zhang et al. [20] propose a location big data publishing algorithm (Diff_Anonymity) based on differential privacy, which can reduce the risk of privacy disclosure. Bi et al. [21] propose a location privacy-preserving method of quadratic anonymity based on privacy preference, which combines K anonymity and differential privacy. It can not only ensure that the points in anonymous set have the maximum probability similarity, but also realize personalized setting of privacy-preserving level. The concept of ''region indistinguishability'' is introduced by GPOL [22] , and a new LBS group nearest neighbor query method based on differential privacy is proposed. The nearest neighbor query of the group is transformed into the query of the centroid, which can effectively resist the existing cross-attack and collusion attack.
C. DISTURBANCE-BASED PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY
Disturbance means that using a pseudonym, a false location, or a false query instead of user's real u, loc, or U POI in a query < u, t, loc, U POI >.
1) PSEUDONYM
Mix-zone is a way to achieve anonymity [23] , [24] . Although the hybrid area weakens the attacker's ability to associate the user's new pseudonym with the old one, if the attacker considers the user's mobility model, the effectiveness is significantly reduced. Blurring the time or place when or where the pseudonym changes can enhance the effectiveness of the hybrid area. For example, Palanisamy et al. [25] , [26] propose to establish an irregular Mix-zone model at the intersection of a real road network. In order to resist the attacker's timing attack, a random transformation of the real request time is carried out. In [27] , by adding the time window to improve the security of Mix-zone, the problem of privacy disclosure in continuous query is solved. Liu et al. [28] , Liu and Li [29] design a multi-granularity hybrid area deployment scheme. Taking into account both population density and traffic variability, a new metric is developed to measure the privacy-preserving capability of the system. Sun et al. [30] apply Mix-zone technology to the deployment of urban road network, and propose a statistical-based scheme to minimize the Mix-zone.
2) FALSE LOCATION AND FALSE QUERY
[31] considers indicators such as universality, congestion, and uniformity to produce dummy positions similar to those of real users' mobility. Whereas the dummy positions' movement features in historical data are very different from those of real user, and some dummy positions may even be at positions that are not available in practice (for example, in the ocean), which is easy to be identified by an attacker. SpaceTwist [4] randomly selects the anchor point instead of the user's real location to initiate multiple rounds of incremental nearest neighbor queries to the server. Although SpaceTwist avoids the high computation and communication overhead caused by the region query, the degree of privacy preservation is not high. Randomized technology is also used to protect query privacy, for example, the dummy position generated by DUMMY-Q method [32] is U POI , which takes the query context and the user's mobile model into account.
D. ENCRYPTION-BASED PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY
Encryption-based technology achieves the purpose of privacy preservation by encrypting queries to make them completely invisible to the server. It is mainly divided into the technology based on privacy information retrieval (PIR) [33] - [36] and the method based on Hilbert curve encryption [37] , [38] . At present, the LBS privacy-preserving technology based on PIR mainly aims at the privacy disclosure problem in the nearest neighbor (NN) query [33] , [34] , [39] , [40] and shortest path calculation [35] . In [35] , PIR protocol is used to study the privacy problem of shortest path query in traffic network. By proposing a concise index strategy, reasonable retrieval time is obtained and strong privacy preservation of shortest path calculation is realized. However, the timespace overhead caused by PIR is still much higher than that of unprotected query processing. It is a possible solution to compress network data by considering the characteristics and structure of data [41] .
The position anonymity method HilCloak based on Hilbert Curve is proposed by [37] , which rotates the whole space at an angle and sets up the Hilbert curve with the key H in the rotated space. Reference [42] combines hyperbolic query analysis technology and encrypted hash function to enhance the location privacy of HilCloak against attackers with strong prior knowledge and reduce query complexity.
In [38] , a new spatial transformation method is proposed. The transformation of location data adopts the adaptive Hilbert curve, which changes with the distribution of POIs and achieves multi-granularity privacy preservation. Reference [43] proposes spatial query on outsourced private data and password conversion scheme based on Hilbert curve, which protects the privacy of spatial data against all kinds of attacks and is robust to the attack model. Liang et al. [44] combine K anonymity with Hilbert curve and propose a privacy-preserving method for the query of POIs in the road network environment, which can effectively resist the inference attacks.
III. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides a brief overview of the fundamental techniques used in the proposed scheme.
A. BLOOM FILTER
Bloom Filter (BF) is a random data structure with high spatial efficiency. It makes use of bit array to express a set succinctly, and can judge whether an element belongs to the set or not. Bloom Filter may make a mistake, but it will not miss the judgment. In other words, if Bloom Filter determines that an element is not in the set, then that element is definitely not in the set. If it decides that the element is in the set, then there's a certain probability that it's wrong. Bloom Filter consists of two important components. One is a bit array of length m, the other is the k independent hash functions hash i (x) (1 i k), which maps each element in the set to {1, . . . , m}. When we add any element x to Bloom Filter, we use k hash functions to get k hash values, and then set the corresponding bits in the array to 1. When determining whether element y belongs to this set, If all hash i (y) are 1 (1 i k), then we consider y to be a member of the set, otherwise we consider y not to be a member of the set.
The error rate p of Bloom Filter is related to the length m of the bit array, the number of data items n, and the number of hash functions k. The error rate p can be expressed as
Thus, when constructing Bloom Filter, given the number of elements n and the desired error rate p, the remaining parameters m and k can be automatically calculated.
B. HILBERT CURVE
The space filling curve can map the data in the high-dimensional space to the one-dimensional space. In this way, the adjacent objects in the space will be stored in one block adjacent to each other, which can reduce the time of input and output, as well as improve the efficiency of data processing in the memory. Hilbert curve can linearly penetrate each discrete unit in two-dimensional or higher dimensions once and only once according to its initial parameters and each discrete unit is linearly sorted and encoded. This code serves as the unique identity of the unit. The Hilbert curve defines the order of points on the two-dimensional plane. At the root level, once a direction and a starting point are selected, the order of each quadrant can be determined by numbering them from 0 to 3. When we want to determine the order of subquadrant while maintaining the overall adjacency properties, we need to perform a simple transformation of the original curve. For a given quadrant, the curve in it is determined by the curve of the big square that the quadrant is in and the position of that quadrant. According to the direction of the previous layer, there are four transformations of the current layer as shown in Figure 1 .
C. PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION
In 1998, Blaze M put forward proxy re-encryption for the first time [45] . Proxy re-encryption is a key conversion mechanism between ciphertexts. In proxy re-encryption, a semitrusted proxy converts ciphertext encrypted with the public key pk A of Alice (Delegator) into ciphertext decrypted with the private key sk B of Bob (Delegatee) through the conversion key rk A→B generated by delegator. In this process, the proxy cannot get the clear information of the data, thus reducing the risk of data leakage. In this paper, we adopt the accountable proxy re-encryption technology (APRE) proposed by [46] , which can not only realize the sharing of encrypted data among authorized users, but also publicly judge the distributor of malicious decryption right by the judge algorithm. The technique has the following key steps:
Setup(λ): Given a security parameter λ, output system parameter param.
ProxySet(param): Given a system parameter param, output proxy's key pair (sk pro , pk pro ).
KeyGen(param): Given a system parameter param, output a key pair (sk i , pk i ).
ReKeyGen(sk p , pk i , pk pro ): Given delegator's secret key sk p , delegatee's public key pk i , and proxy's public key pk pro , output re-encryption key rk p→i .
Enc 1 (pk i , m): Given delegatee's public key pk i and message m, output the first level ciphertext C i .
Enc 2 (pk p , m): Given delegator's public key pk p and message m, output the second level ciphertext C p .
ReEnc(rk p→i , sk pro , C p ): Given re-encryption key rk p→i , proxy's secret key sk pro and the second level ciphertext C p , output re-encrypted ciphertext C i .
Dec 1 (sk i ,C i ): Given delegatee's secret key sk i and the first level ciphertext C i , output the message m.
Dec 2 (sk p , C p ): Given delegator's secret key sk p and the second level ciphertext C p , output the message m.
Judge D p,u (pk p , pk pro ): Given the decryption device D p,u , the delegator's public key pk p , and the proxy's public key pk pro , output proxy or delegator. 
IV. MODEL A. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Figure 2 , the system consists of three entities: user, LBSP, CSP. In the pre-processing phase, LBSP constructs a hierarchical index of ''country-province-cityregion'' and further divides the region into atomic regions. The data is stored in atomic regions and attribute hierarchical indexes are generated for each atomic region. In the initialization phase, the user registers with the LBSP, and the LBSP generates the identity id i and key pairs (pk i , sk i ) for re-encrypting and decrypting the data, and sends the key k 1 , k 2 related to the key-hash function family in the Bloom Filter to the user. At the same time, LBSP and user share location index. When the user wants to query for POIs within a specific range of a location, the user first requests LBSP for the division of the region, and the LBSP sends the atomic regions of the region to the user. After that the user determines the query scope of the atomic regions, generates a query and sends it to the CSP. The CSP requests the LBSP for the region data that the user queries. Then, LBSP will send re-encryption key, the region data and attribute hierarchical indexes to the CSP. Once CSP matches query and index well, the result data will be re-encrypted by re-encryption key and returns to the user. Finally, the user decrypts the data with the private key and gets the query result.
B. STORAGE MODEL
LBSP sets up location hierarchical index and attribute hierarchical index, and conducts region division at the leaf node level of the location index. The depth of the index will have an impact on the query performance. We establish a location hierarchical index of ''country-province-city-region'', and further divide region into atomic region. The data is stored according to the atomic region, and the attribute index is established according to the attributes of the data in atomic region. Partition granularity affects the amount of data contained in each partition, which in turn affects the time and performance of query processing. 
1) LOCATION INDEX CONSTRUCTION
In this paper, the hierarchical index of ''country-provincecity-region'' is established by the method of bottom-up construction, where the root node represents the country and the leaf node represents the region. Taking the name of the region as the input of k hash functions associated with key k 1 in Bloom Filter, we will get k different bit positions. The value of the parent node is the union of its children'. Until the Bloom Filter value of the root node is generated, we finish the construction of location hierarchical index. Figure 3 depicts the construction of a location hierarchical index.
2) REGION DIVISION
After LBSP establishes the location hierarchical index, it will further use Hilbert curve to divide the region into atomic regions. The LBSP sets the threshold value s of the region division, and selects appropriate curve order for the different regions so that the width of the partitioned atomic region does not exceed the threshold s. For example, If LBSP sets the threshold s as 500m, that is, the width of the atomic region generated by the Hilbert curve should not exceed 500m. After the division of region, the region is represented as the set of atomic regions, and the atomic regions are numbered with the Hilbert value of each atomic region. The specific division form is shown in Figure 4 .
3) STORAGE STRUCTURE
LBSP stores points of interest distributed in the same atomic area in a linear structure connected at logical locations. The structure is composed of four parts: (1) region identity, (2) atomic region number, (3) POI number and (4) POI information, where the region identity is expressed by Bloom Filter value of the region name, and the information of POI are encrypted, which is shown in Figure 5 .
4) ATTRIBUTE INDEX CONSTRUCTION
After dividing the region into atomic regions, LBSP constructs attribute index for data in each atomic region. Similar to location index, attribute index is also constructed using a bottom-up approach. The attribute hierarchical index maps attribute values into Bloom Filter using k hash functions associated with key k 2 . The specific construction form of the attribute index is shown in Figure 6 . Each node of the attribute index stores two parts: (1) the Bloom filter value of the attribute, and (2) the numbers of the POI corresponding to the attribute value, which is helpful to find the result data quickly. Figure 7 illustrates the storage of data and the construction of its attribute index in an atomic region.
C. QUERY MODEL
The query q generated by user contains the following parts: (1) the region R, (2) the set of atomic regions determined by query location and range {AR 1 , AR 2 , . . . , AR n }, and (3) the attribute of POI attr. Before querying, the user firstly sends the region R with the identity id i , public key pk i to the LBSP, which aims to request the atomic regions of R. After receiving the information sent by the user, LBSP judges the legitimacy of the user according to id i and pk i . If the user's identity is legal, LBSP performs a query on the region R and sends its atomic region numbers to the user. The user selects the atomic regions according to the query range determined by himself, and sends the generated query q, identity id i and pk i to CSP. After receiving the query request sent by the user, the CSP forwards the region R in q, id i , and pk i to LBSP so as to request the data of the region R. In the location index, the root node represents the country; the leaf node represents the region. LBSP starts from the root node, and traverses through the leaf node layer by layer. Then, it will extract all the atomic region data and attribute hierarchical index of the leaf node from the database. Finally, LBSP sends atomic region dataset, attribute hierarchical index set, and re-encryption key rk p→i to CSP. Once receiving the data of the region sent by LBSP, CSP performs attribute query on each atomic region of query q, starting from the root node of the attribute index to the last exactly matching node, and find out specific POIs according to POI numbers stored in the attribute node. After the CSP finds POIs that satisfy the query, it will use the re-encryption key rk p→i to re-encrypt the POI dataset, and the encrypted results will be sent to the user, then user uses his own private key to decrypt the final POI information.
D. THREAT MODEL
Our threat models are consistent with most other work in this area. CSP and LBSP are considered to be honest but curious. That is, they honestly follow the designed protocol, but at the same time they may analyze and infer the available data. LBSP can try to analyze the specific location of the user through the user's query region R. CSP can not only try to analyze the query q submitted by the user, and it can also analyze the encrypted data and attribute index held by LBSP, as well as the information of the data according to the POI numbers of each node in the attribute index. In addition, it is assumed that CSP and LBSP do not collude when attempting to collect user's information.
E. TRACKING THREATS
CSP can record queries because user may constantly send location queries. If CSP can learn any important information from the query, it may try to infer the approximate location of the user.
1) LINKAGE THREAT
Through the atomic region numbers submitted by the user, CSP may determine the location of the user by analyzing the construction of the Hilbert curve. CSP stores encrypted data and indexes and performs search operations. Based on which, CSP may attempt to link the query to the retrieved data.
V. SCHEME
In this paper, there are three entities involved in the system. They are user, LBSP, CSP respectively. The system is divided into several stages including setup, initialization, query generation, query processing, proxy re-encryption and decryption. Each stage will be described separately as follows.
A. SETUP
LBSP generates its own key pair (pk p , sk p ) for encrypting data. At the same time, LBSP randomly selects two number
C record ← RecordEnc(record, pk p ) 3: C DB ← C DB ∪ C record 4: end for 5 
After generating the above parameters, LBSP constructs the hierarchical pattern of location, and further divides every region R into atomic regions by using Hilbert curve, and stores the information of POIs distributed in the same atomic region together. Simultaneously, an attribute hierarchical index is constructed for each atomic region. Then, LBSP uses its own public key pk p to encrypt the database DB. Algorithm 1 describes the encryption process, where RecordEnc is an algorithm for encrypting every POI data.
In addition, CSP sends its own public key pk pro to LBSP as a parameter for generating a proxy re-encryption key. In this paper, CSP is regarded as a proxy in the process of re-encryption.
B. INITIALIZATION
The user registers with LBSP, and LBSP generates identity id i , key pair (pk i , sk i ) for the user, and sends two keys k 1 , k 2 related to the key-hash functions to the user. The parameter sent to the user by LBSP during the initialization phase is param = {id i , pk i , sk i , k 1 , k 2 }.
C. QUERY GENERATION
After receiving the k 1 , k 2 sent by LBSP, the user takes k 1 and the region R that contains query location loc as the input of the key-hash function group h 1 () and obtains k hash values, then sets the bit position corresponding to the hash values as 1. Eventually, the user gets the Bloom Filter value qv R of the location loc. Similarly, the query attribute attr and k 2 are entered into the key-hash function group h 2 (), and the Bloom Filter value qv attr of the attribute attr is obtained. Before the query is generated, the user sends (id i , pk i , R) to LBSP to request atomic region encoding of the region R. If region R exists, the LBSP sends the encoding to the user. Then the user sets the query range ran, and takes the atomic regions covered by ran as part of the query q. As shown in Figure 8 , if user A wants to look for a hospital within 500 meters nearby, the atomic regions covered by the query are {AR 2 , AR 6 , AR 7 , AR 8 , AR 9 , AR 11 , AR 12 , AR 13 }. The query q generated by the user is (qv R , {AR j }, qv attr ), (1 j n,
qv R ← qv R |qv R i 4: end for 5 : for all h ∈ h 2 do 6:
qv attr ← qv attr |qv attr i 8: end for 9: q ← (qv R , qv attr , {AR j }) 10: return q AR j ∩ ran(loc, r) = ∅), where r is the query radius specified by user and n is the number of atomic regions contained in the region R. At the end, the user sends (id i , pk i , q) to CSP. Algorithm 2 depicts the process of query generation, where qv R means a vector of region R generated by Bloom Filter and the symbol ''|'' represents bitwise OR operation over two vectors.
The location of the query is cloaked by region to prevent disclosure. The location and attribute of the query are hidden by the key-hash functions, which makes that although CSP can obtain the Bloom filter value of the location and attribute, the specific information of the location and the attribute can not be obtained.
D. QUERY PROCESSING
After receiving the user's query request (id i , pk i , q), CSP forwards id i , pk i and qv R included in the user's query q to LBSP. Then, LBSP invokes the Search1 algorithm to find the atomic region data of the region R. In the Search1 algorithm, the MatchTest1 algorithm is called, which is used to detect whether the qv R matches the location index, where t denotes the trapdoor. In this paper, we set t = k, which is the number of hash functions in the hash function group. LBSP matches the qv R with the location index, and finds the bottom node that satisfies trapdoor t in the top-down way. Finally, it will return all the data of the region. The data is stored according to the atomic region, and the data in the same atomic region forms an attribute index. LBSP replies the atomic region data to the CSP, and generates re-encryption key rk p→i using its own private key sk p , CSP's public key pk pro , and the user's public key pk i . At last, LBSP sends re-encryption key rk p→i VOLUME 7, 2019
if MatchTest1(qv R , LT ) = True then 3: rk p→i ← rkGen(sk p , pk i , pk pro ) 4: return (C res , rk p→i ) 5: end if 6 add root into a queue 4: while the queue is not empty do 5: pop a node nd from queue 6: for all children ch of nd do 7: if qv T · ch t then 8: add ch into a queue 9: end if 10: end for 11: end while 12: if nd is a leaf then 13: extract {C AR }, {AT } of nd
14:
C res ← ({C AR }, {AT }) 18: return False 19: end if to CSP. We will describe Search1 algorithm and MatchTest1 algorithm in algorithm 3 and 4 respectively. In algorithm 3, the verify algorithm is used to verify the legitimation of user, and the rkGen algorithm means the ReKeyGen algorithm in APRE, the implementation process of which will be introduced in the re-encryption phase. The input LT of algorithm 4 represents location hierarchical index tree, C AR and AT denote the encrypted data and attribute hierarchical index tree in atomic region respectively.
After receiving the data sent by LBSP, CSP calls the Search2 algorithm to find the result data for each atomic region of the user query. In this algorithm, MatchTest2 algorithm is called to detect whether the query attribute qv attr matches the attribute index. MatchTest2 algorithm is similar to MatchTest1 algorithm. A top-down approach is used to look up the deepest node that satisfies the trapdoor t, which includes the storage location of the relevant dataset in the atomic region, and the result data set C record is returned. We will describe the Search2 algorithm and the MatchTest2 algorithm in algorithms 5 and 6, respectively. The input {AR j } of algorithm 5 represents the set of atomic region that user requests for.
Algorithm 5 Search2({AR j }, qv attr , C res ) → C record
1: extract {C AR }, {AT } from C res 2: for all AR in R do 3: if AR ∈ {AR j } then 4: if MatchTest2(qv attr , AT , C AR ) = True then 5: return C record 6: end if 7: end if 8 add root into the queue 4: while the queue is not empty do 5: pop a node nd from the queue 6: for all children ch of nd do 7: if qv T attr · ch t then 8: add ch into a queue 9: end if 10: end for 11: end while 12: extract {record i } from nd 13 :
return True 15: else 16: return False 17: end if Note that during query processing, the information of user's location and attribute is preserved. LBSP obtains the user's query area R without knowing its specific location and query attributes, which protects user's location privacy and query privacy from the point of view of region cloak. At the same time, although CSP obtains the query attribute and the atomic region's numbers transformed by the Hilbert curve, it is still difficult for CSP to obtain specific query information due to that CSP doesn't know the key of hash function group h 2 () and the generation rule of Hilbert curve.
E. PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION
CSP takes the result data set C record , the proxy's private key sk pro , and the re-encryption key rk p→i as the input of the re-encryption function PRE( ), and outputs the re-encrypted ciphertext set, which the authorized user can decrypt with his own private key. The concrete re-encryption algorithm is shown in algorithm 7.
F. DECRYPTION
When the authorized user receives the POI data set that re-encrypted by CSP, the user can decrypt the data set with his private key to obtain the plaintext information of POI. The decryption algorithm is described in algorithm 8.
To prevent CSP from colluding and misusing the re-encryption key with the user to obtain data that is not authorized to the user. In this paper, we adopt accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) technology, through which authorized users can share encrypted data and the decryption ability of the delegator and proxy can be distinguished. In APRE, the judge algorithm is used to judge the creator of the decryption device so as to track the decryption behavior of the delegator and the proxy. Specific description of judge algorithm is shown as follows.
Setup(λ). Let λ be a security parameter, G and G T be groups of prime order p, and e :
ProxySet (param) . Select z ← Z p randomly and uniformly, calculate Z = g z 2 . Set sk pro = z as the private key and pk pro = Z as the public key.
KenGen (param) . Select x i , y i ← Z p randomly and uniformly and calculate (X i , Y i ) = (h ReKeyGen(sk p , pk i , pk pro ). Taken sk p , pk i , pk pro as input, calculate
and set rk p→i = W as the re-encryption key. Enc 1 (pk i , m). Taken pk i and m as inputs, select r ← Z p randomly and uniformly, calculate Set C i = (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) as a re-encrypted ciphertext. 
Judge D p,u (pk p ,pk pro ). Taken the decryption device D p,u as oracle and pk p , pk pro as the inputs, the algorithm is as follows.
1) Repeat the following experiment n = λ/µ times.
• Choose r, r ∈ Z p and m ∈ G T uniformly and randomly, compute
• Take C as the input of decryption device D p,u and obtain the output m .
• If m = m , output ''Proxy'' and exit. 2) Otherwise, output ''Delegator''.
VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we first define the leak function, which represents all the information that the adversary is allowed to capture during the query process. Then, we define the data privacy and query privacy under the selected plaintext attack model. Finally, we prove that our plan meets the security goals.
A. LEAKAGE FUNCTION
The leak function represents all the information that the opponent can obtain throughout the system. It includes the query area qv R sent by the user to the LBSP, region division {AR i }(1 i n) sent by LBSP to users, query q sent by user to the CSP, the encrypted data, attribute index qv attr sent by LBSP to CSP and so on. According to the proposed concept, the leakage function consists of search pattern, access pattern and size pattern, which will be described separately.
Definition 1: Size Pattern τ : Let C record = {C record 1 , . . . , C record m }, Hilbert(R) = {AR 1 , . . . , AR n }, AT = {AT 1 , . . . , AT n }, and q denote the encrypted dataset in one atomic region, the atomic region set of region R encoded by Hilbert curve, encrypted attribute index set in region R and query q, where m and n represents the total number of POI records in one atomic region and the total number of atomic regions contained in region R respectively. That is, for each atomic region AR i , it generates an encrypted dataset C record and attribute index AT i . Size Pattern τ = {|C record |, |Hilbert(R)|, |AT|, |q|}.
Definition 2: Search Pattern ζ : Let {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t q } represents q consecutive queries. For each t i , it represents a tuple composed of the region qv R , atomic domain set {AR i }, the attribute qv attr , and {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C q } represents the corresponding retrieval record. If the query region qv R , atomic region set {AR i } and the attribute qv attr appear at the same time in the retrieved C i , then ζ = 1, otherwise ζ = 0.
Definition 3: Access Pattern ς : let C IV be an encrypted index, which includes Hilbert(R) and AT . {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t q } representsueries, and {C 1 , . . . , C q } represents the corresponding retrieval results. So the access mode is {C IV (t 1 ),
Definition 4: Leakage Function L: let C IV , C record , q represent encrypted index, encrypted dataset and query respectively. The leakage function is represented as L = {C IV , C record , q, τ, ζ, ς}.
B. SECURITY DEFINITION
Before giving the security definition of the proposed scheme, we first introduce the definition of ciphertextindistinguishability under a chosen plaintext attack. 
+ negl(λ).
Based on the above disclosure analysis, we define the security of our scheme from two aspects: data privacy and query privacy.
Definition 6: DBDH Assumption. For an algorithm B, we define its advantage as
where a, b, c, t are randomly selected from Z p . We say DBDH (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman) assumption holds, if for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm B, its advantage is negligible in λ.
1) DATA PRIVACY
We define data privacy by first uploading two databases DB 0 and DB 1 to the challenger, and allow the adversary to send the adaptive queries based on the leakage analysis before making a final decision about which database is being used. The formal definition is as follows. Let =(Setup, Init, DBEnc, QueryGen, Search1, Search2) be a privacy-preserving outsourcing LBS scheme. For a PPT adversary A, the advantage function
, where b * and b are generated as follows.
Init: The adversary submits two databases DB 0 and DB 1 with the same number of records and index structure to the challenger.
Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1 λ ) to generate the required parameters and keys.
Phase 1: The adversary properly submits requests in one of the following two forms:
(1) Ciphertext request: the adversary submits a database DB j (j = 0, 1) and requests an encrypted record C i (1 i
(2) Query request: The adversary sends a query Q, which satisfies the equation that
Challenge: The challenger randomly selects a bit b from {0, 1}, and then generates index C IV b and the encrypted database C DB b by the DBEnc algorithm. Phase2: Like the constraints in phase1, the adversary continues to adaptively send queries to challenger.
Guess: The adversary outputs a bit b as a guess of b.
The data privacy of scheme π can be held under chosen plaintext model if for any PPT adversary A, the advantage function is a negligible function in λ.
2) QUERY PRIVACY
The query privacy is similar to the data privacy, and the difference is that query privacy submits two queries rather than two databases. The details are as follows. Let = (Setup,Init,DBEnc,QueryGen,Search1,Search2) be a privacy-preserving outsourcing LBS scheme. For a PPT adversary A, the advantage function
, where b * and b are generated in following way.
Init: The adversary submits two initial queries q 0 and q 1 to the challenger.
Phase 1: The adversary A properly submits a request in one of the following two forms:
(1) Ciphertext request: the adversary submits a database DB to the challenger and requests an encrypted record
(2) Query request: The adversary sends the original query q to the challenger, and the challenger runs the QueryGen algorithm to generate the query Q and sends it to the adversary.
Challenge: The challenger randomly selects a bit b from {0, 1}, and q b is used as the input of the QueryGen algorithm, then outputs Q b . Phase2: Like the constraints in phase1, the adversary continues to adaptively send queries to the challenger.
Guess: The adversary outputs a bit b as a guess of b. The query privacy of scheme π can be held under chosen plaintext model if for any PPT adversary A, the advantage function is a negligible function in λ.
C. SECURITY PROOF
In this paper, the Bloom Filter, the Hilbert filling curve and the proxy re-encryption technique are embedded into the index generation and the query generation, the region division, and the data re-encryption stage, respectively. By using these mature tools, our scheme can achieve privacy preservation. We will consider its security separately from the perspective of construction tools.
Theorem 1: Hilbert spatial transformation is unidirectional. Without knowing the spatial transformation parameters, it is difficult to determine the position in the two-dimensional space based on the one-dimensional Hilbert value.
Given the order N of Hilbert curve, the starting unit < x 0 , y 0 >, the curve direction , and the scale factor , a Hilbert space filling curve can be uniquely identified.
For a malicious adversary, it is not feasible to determine spatial transformation parameters by comparing Hilbert values for all original points.
Brute-force attack: Let the starting point of the curve be < x 0 , y 0 >, and m be the number of bits of x 0 and y 0 . In order to obtain the starting point of the curve, the malicious adversary needs to generate 2 m values on the X-axis and Y-axis respectively. Similarly, assume that the direction of the curve expressed with m bits, the full 360 • Continuous space can be discrete into 2 m values. The adversary must try 2 m values to determine the direction of the curve. Given the scale factor, let N be the order of Hilbert curve, then there are (N · 2 m · 2 m · 2 m ) choices in the whole space. Therefore, the complexity of obtaining spatial transformation parameters through brute-force attack is (2 3q ). Given a large enough value of m, this makes the Hilbert transformation irreversible.
Theorem 2: The accountable proxy re-encryption (APRE) technology used in this paper can realize the CPA security at the second level ciphertexts and the first level ciphertexts under the DBDH assumption.
Lemma 1: The APRE scheme is CPA secure at the second level ciphertext under the DBDH assumption.
Proof: Let A be a CPA adversary, which attacks the second level ciphertext with the advantage of . We construct an algorithm B to solve the DBDH problem by interacting with adversary A. Algorithm B takes a random challenge (g, g a , g b , g c , T ) as input, and its goal is to determine whether T = e(g, g) abc or T = e(g, g) t , where a, b, c, t ← Z p are chosen randomly and uniformly.
Setup(λ). Choose δ ← Z p uniformly at random, set
ProxySet (param) . Choose z ← Z p uniformly at random and compute Z = g z 2 . Let the proxy's private key be sk pro = z and public key be pk pro = Z . Return pk pro .
Phase1. B responds A's query as follows.
• O pyr (λ). Return the proxy's private key sk pro = z.
• O hkg (i). Choose x i , y i ← Z p uniformly at random.
-If B guesses the k-th key generation query will be the target user. Let i * = i, calculate
and implicitly set sk * i = (x i * /a, y i * ). Return pk i * . -otherwise, calculate
and implicitly set sk i = (x i , y i − b). Return pk i .
• O ckg (i). Choose x i , y i ← Z p uniformly at random, set sk i = (x i , y i ). Calculate
and return (sk i ,pk i ).
• O rkg (pk i , pk j , pk pro ). Given (pk i , pk j ), where pk i and pk j are produced by O hkg or O ckg , B distinguishes the following cases.
-If pk i = pk * i , run ReKeyGen(sk i , pk j , pk pro ) and return its result.
-If pk i = pk i * , and pk j is uncorrupted, calculate
Return rk i→j = W . -If pk i = pk * i , and pk j is corrupted. Return ⊥. Challenge. When the phase1 is finished,the adversary A outputs m 0 , m 1 and a target public key pk * . If pk i * =pk * , B outputs a random bit and discards. Otherwise, B selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and calculates
implicitly setting r = c. If adversary A makes O hkg queries at most q hkg times. Then, the probability that B guesses the correct i * in challenge stage is at least 1/q hkg . Proof let A be a CPA adversary, which attacks the first level ciphertext with the advantage of . We construct an algorithm B to solve the DBDH problem by interacting with adversary A. Algorithm B takes a random challenge (g, g a , g b , g c , T ) as input, and B's goal is to determine whether T = e(g, g) abc or T = e(g, g) t , where a, b, c, t ← Z p are chosen randomly and uniformly.
Setup(λ). Choose δ ← Z p uniformly at random, and set
and implicitly set sk
-otherwise, calculate
and implicitly set sk i = (x i , y i ). Return pk i .
• O rkg (pk i , pk j ). Given (pk i , pk j ), where pk i and pk j are produced by O hkg or O ckg . B runs ReKeyGen(sk i , pk j ) and returns its result.
Challenge. When the phase1 is finished, the adversary A outputs m 0 , m 1 and a target public key pk * . If pk i * =pk * , B outputs a random bit and discards. Otherwise, B selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and calculates Proof: In the scheme, LBSP can receive message about user's identity and query area qv R from CSP. LBSP cannot know the exact location and query content of user based on above information in addition to random guesses. Therefore, the scheme can preserve user's location privacy and query privacy against untrustworthy LBSP.
Theorem 4: The scheme can realize privacy preservation against untrusted CSP.
Proof: On the one hand, CSP obtains the user's identity id i and query q, which includes region qv R , atomic region set {AR i }, and query attribute qv attr . Due to the unidirectionality of key-hash functions and Hilbert space transformation, CSP cannot know the plaintext information about query region R and atomic region, and thus cannot know the user's exact location. Similarly, the CSP cannot obtain the user's query content. On the other hand, CSP gets encrypted POI data from LBSP. Due to the discrete logarithm problem based on proxy re-encryption technology, CSP cannot know plaintext POI data, so as to ensure data privacy against untrusted CSP.
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We analyze the performance of the scheme according to the computational and communication cost on the user, CSP, LBSP.
A. COMPUTATIONAL COST
Firstly, we analyze the computational cost on the user. In the scheme, the user performs step 1 (query generation) and step 6 (decryption). The processing time of query generation is mainly spent on generating Bloom Filter value of query area and query attribute, and its computational complexity is O(k · m), where k is the number of hash functions in Bloom Filter and m is the bit length of Bloom Filter. In step 6, the user needs to decrypt the re-encrypted POI data set, and its computational complexity is related to the amount of POI in the query region. The larger the order of Hilbert curve is, the smaller the atomic region is and the less POI data it contains. The amount of POI data in the query area is inversely proportional to N 2 , but increases as the total of all POIs n increases. Therefore, the computional cost of the user
Then, we analyze the processing time of CSP. In the scheme, CSP performs step 2 (query forwarding), step 4 (attribute matching), and step 5 (proxy re-encryption). The computional complexity of step 2 is negligible because it only needs to perform a forwarding operation. In step 4, the CSP matches the user query attribute with the attribute index, which has a computational complexity of O(log(n · N −2 )). In step 5, CSP re-encrypts the POI that satisfy the query attribute, the computational overhead of which is related to the amount of POI in the atomic region, and its computational complexity is O(n · N −2 ). Hence, the computational cost of
Finally, we analyze the processing time of LBSP. In the process of generating query, the user needs to request atomic region coding from LBSP. At this time, LBSP will use Hilbert curve to divide the region into atomic regions, the computational complexity of which is related to the order N of Hilbert curve. Furthermore, LBSP will perform step 3 (POI encryption). Before the encryption operation is performed, the query region needs to be matched to the location index. The computional cost of preprocessing operation is a fixed value that can be ignored. The processing time of step 3 is related to the amount of POI contained in the query region, and its computational time is O(n + N 2 ).
B. COMMUNICATION TIME
Firstly, we analyse the communication overheads between the user and CSP. The message that the user outputs is a LBS query with a fixed size. The message that the user receives from the CSP is POI data that satisfies the query attribute in the specified atomic region, and the communication cost of which is O (n·N −2 ) . We then analyze the communication cost between CSP and LBSP. The transfer-out message of CSP is the user's query request, The transfer-in message of CSP is the encrypted data set, whose communication cost is given by O(n).
We describe the meaning of notation involved in the performance analysis in Table 2 and generalize the computational and communication overheads of all entities in Table 3 . 
VIII. EVALUATION
We use the existing tools such as Hilbert curve, Bloom Filter and accountable proxy re-encryption in the construction of the scheme. In this part, we will analyse the construction effectiveness of the above tools, which can indirectly prove the effectiveness of the scheme. The experiments were performed on a 64-bit local PC with an Intel Core i5-3230m processor at 2.6 GHz and 8 GB RAM. MATLAB R2014a was used to implement the construction of Hilbert Curve.Meanwhile, the Java Development Kit (JDK) and Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) were used to implement Bloom Filter class.
A. HILBERT CURVE
In this paper, Hilbert Curve is used to divide region into atomic regions which realizes fine-grained location query. The order of Hilbert Curve has an effect on partition efficiency as well as query efficiency. The higher the order of Hilbert curve, the more atomic regions there are, and the less data of POIs there are in each atomic region. Figure 9 describes the computation time required to construct Hilbert Curve with different orders. It can be seen from the picture that the construction of Hilbert Curve takes more time as the order increases, but this time is relatively small compared to the whole scheme. When N = 12, it only takes 0.44ms to construct Hilbert Curve. Therefore, it is efficient to use Hilbert Curve to divide regions. 
B. BLOOM FILTER
Bloom Filter is used to generate location index and attribute index. In the construction of Bloom Filter, the user only needs to input the element number n and the expected error rate p, and the implementation algorithm will automatically generate the Bloom Filter with the optimal length m and the optimal numbers of hash function k. Here, we set the error rate p = 0.1 as default. Comparing the effects of different magnitude of input elements on construction time of Bloom Filter, it can be seen that the construction time is maintained within 20 ms with the input elements numbering 100-1000000. Only when the input element reaches more than 100 million, it takes 35ms to construct Bloom Filter. Therefore, it is effective to use Bloom Filter to construct location index for real datasets less than 100 million. Figure 10 describes the impact of magnitude of input elements on the construction time of Bloom Filter.
C. APRE
In our scheme, we use accountable proxy re-encryption technology to realize the sharing of encrypted POIs among different authorized users. Based on the construction of proxy re-encryption in literature [45] , we will describe the efficiency of proxy re-encryption in detail next. In table 4, |e G | represents the size of elements in group G and |e G T | represents the size of elements in group G T . t p , t e , t e represent the time required for one bilinear mapping, one exponential operation in group G, one exponential operatioon in group G T . Table 4 describes the key and ciphertext size involved in proxy re-encryption and some operations involved in encryption and decryption. Figure 11 depicts the time that accountable proxy re-encryption takes at different phases. 
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an outsourced LBS privacy protection scheme. Bloom Filter, Hilbert curve, APRE are used to realize the process of query generation, partition of region, sharing of encrypted data and so on. Thus, The authorization access of encrypted data in outsourced environment is completed.
In order to solve the problem of peripheral recommendation, the user customizes the query range, and the atomic region sets encoded by Hilbert curve are used to represent the user's query range. Obviously, there is some inaccuracy in this representation. In the following work, we will look for more accurate range query methods.
In addition, we will extend our work to support k-nearest neighbor queries with location-sensitive hash functions, where the hash interpolation between the query and the POI represents the distance between them. By finding k hash values nearest to the query location, k nearest neighbors are found, thus k-nearest neighbor (KNN) query can be realized.
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